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OUR CUSTOMERS ABOUT
Marine testing at EKTOS TRS

Green Instruments:
Benny B. Simonsen Development Engineer
The primary goals of environmental testing are to verify that a
design can withstand heavy loads over a long period of time
and to meet approval requirements. We test at EKTOS TRS due
to the service, quality, and flexibility, and because we have easy access to
test in Struer. We have the opportunity of participating in tests. It often
saves time to be involved in the procedures. We would like to recommend
EKTOS TRS

PROCES-DATA:
Arne Haldrup R&D engineer
We use EKTOS TRS because they are accredited to test
according to the Marine Directive. There is short waiting time
for tests, and we receive good, well-accepted test reports.
EKTOS provides good guidance and shows a high knowledge
of the standards. EKTOS has fine test facilities and a fast response time. It
is important that we have the opportunity to participate in the test. We
would like to recommend EKTOS TRS

info@ektos.net
+45 7070 1499

MARINE TESTING
EKTOS Testing & Reliability Services A/S provides the
type testing services normally required for obtaining
type approval of equipment for marine and oﬀshore
applications as well as for other rough applications

EKTOS HELPS YOUR
PRODUCT COMPLY
Purposeful Testing
EKTOS TRS can carry out all the
type tests that are typically
relevant for electronic equipment
for use in marine environments.
Such type tests are typically
stipulated by marine classification
societies such as DNV, LR and ABS,
or by the EU Marine Equipment
Directive. Start on new line. The
scope of tests includes:
EMC tests
Climatic & thermal tests
Vibration & shock tests
Insulation resistance
Solar tests
Corrosion tests
Electrical safety tests
IP tests
The tests are carried out
according to a broad range of
typical international or national
test standards.
This range of test standards is
dynamic and can easily be
broadened, if a customer needs to
expand the test scope beyond
typical test standards.
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Our Services

ISO 17025 Accreditation

EKTOS TRS can assist you in
several ways and provides the
following key services:

EKTOS TRS is accredited to ISO
17025 which is a leading
laboratory
quality
assurance
standard. This helps you obtain
type approvals from the marine
classification societies, based on
our test reports.

Compliance testing
Pre-compliance testing
Consulting
Standard analysis
Project management
Certification management
Marine standards training
Testing is carried out in our two
test labs in Western Denmark and
in Copenhagen. In additional to
TRS’ skilled testing engineers, the
sister
division,
EKTOS
Development, can provide you
with
design
and
analytical
services which may be needed in
order to prepare your product for
meeting the testing requirements.
Also, EKTOS Development can
help you improve your product, if
it fails during testing.
Please reach out to EKTOS TRS for
more information.

DENMARK

Contact us:
+45 7070 1499
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Also, DANAK is part of the
international ILAC organization
which ensures work carried out by
DANAK
accredited
test
laboratories is widely recognized
in most of the world.
This
helps
you
go
truly
international.

UKRAINE
Viborg

Struer

The accreditation is issued and
monitored by DANAK which is the
national accreditation body in
Denmark, appointed by the
Ministry of Industry, Business and
Financial Affairs.
The accreditation ensures that the
testing services you get from us
are quality checked to a very high
level.

Copenhagen
IvanoFrankivsk

